
SOME PEOPLE...

Campaigned for Labour because
they were ready to introduce a

more Socialist manifesto

A lot of these were young people (thus the
potential voters for many years to come)

politically energised SPECIFICALLY by the
aims of the leadership

Didn't vote Labour
because the manifesto

was too radical

Believe in Corbyn,
seeing a man of

principles who put
others first

thought Corbyn
was useless...

...because they read
smear stories and

these were not
rebutted...

...because Labour simply
doesn't have the same

access to a positive media
as the conservatives

...because Labour failed to
find a way to reach people in
spite of the lack of access to

positive media.

...because their analysis of his
stance on Brexit/x policy

issue/memories of past Labour
shifts to the left wasn't assuaged

Think the ONLY option is to
shut down Momentum/the left

wing of the party

Think that the ONLY
option is to get rid of the
centrist Blairites and be

more true to the ideology
at Labour's heart

Both these groups are angry
(often aggressively) with each other

and talking about betrayal.

Normally vote Labour but
wanted Brexit more than they

wanted anything else

It is hard to know if they
will come back to

Labour or will stay with
the Tories

these are
predominantly

older voters

Wouldn't vote Labour
in a million years

Probably safe to
ignore this branch

NEARLY ALL THESE PEOPLE..HAVE THINGS
IN COMMON

WANT A
BETTER
FUTURE HAVE A RIGHT TO BE HEARD

WITHOUT BEING ABUSED
WANT A SOLUTION THAT
WILL HELP LABOUR WIN

WON'T BE TRANSFORMED INTO A POWERFUL
FORCE CAPABLE OF WINNING FUTURE

ELECTIONS JUST BECAUSE SOMEONE TELLS
THEM THEY WERE WRONG

i know which way I would like things to go, but anyone, right now, who thinks they can remould all these
perspectives and still keep up the numbers, just with the force of their personality or the strength of their

conviction is wrong. I would argue that the term 'centre ground' is not useful, it is a question of getting
agreement to go further. Slow the speed rather than limiting the destination. Become a genuine opposition
not just in parliament but in society. All the current blame will achieve is reducing the numbers. This is a
complicated mixture and after this defeat Labour needs time to become a resolved and powerful force.


